About EngenderHealth

EngenderHealth is a leading global women’s health organization that trains health care professionals and partners with governments in more than 20 countries to ensure that reproductive health and family planning services are available to all women—today and for generations to come.

We are passionate about putting the power of family planning into women’s hands worldwide, because we know that when a woman can have the number of children she wants, not what her circumstances dictate, the possibilities for her future are infinite.

We are transforming that passion into action so that every pregnancy is planned, every child is wanted, and every mother has the best chance at survival.

For more information, visit EngenderHealth.org
Our Impact

With 70 years of experience, EngenderHealth’s global impact is unparalleled. We have led the way in ensuring high-quality family planning and reproductive health services for millions of women so they can thrive. To date, we have touched the lives of more than 200 million people in 110 countries. Last year alone, we reached more than 5 million people, helping more women survive pregnancy, stay healthy, and have the opportunity to create brighter futures for themselves and their children.

• In Bangladesh, our work contributed to a 40% drop in maternal deaths during the past decade.

• In Tanzania, we helped expand access to the most effective contraceptives, which increased family planning use nationwide by 35% during the past five years.

Recognition of our work

• United Nations Red Ribbon Award and UN Population Award
• 2013 Winner of the Avon Global Communication Award
• 2013 Healthy Teen Network Outstanding Emerging Innovation Award
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